
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

The Unbundling of Eskom  
 
 

1. Introduction and Background 
 
Eskom is South Africa’s public electricity utility, 
responsible for providing about 96% of our 
electricity requirements. It is the country’s largest 
state-owned enterprise (SOE), and has the most 
significant role in economic growth and 
development. It also exports electricity to at least 
seven countries in the region, including 
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Eswatini, 
Mozambique, Zambia and Lesotho. Eskom is 
ranked amongst the world’s top seven power 
utilities in terms of generation capacity, and 
amongst the world’s top nine in terms of sales.1 It 
owns and operates a number of coal-fired, gas-
fired, hydro-electric and pumped-storage power 
stations, and the only nuclear power station on the 
African continent.  
 
Eskom generates, transmits and distributes 
electricity to millions of customers in the 
industrial, mining, commercial, agricultural and 
residential sectors. About 60% of the generated 
electricity is distributed directly by Eskom to its 
own consumers, and the remaining electricity is 
redistributed by local municipalities and private 
players who buy in bulk from Eskom. Some 
municipalities have over the years developed a 
capacity to generate electricity in small amounts 
to sell in their areas of jurisdiction. And there are 
also a considerable number of private facilities 
that generate electricity for their own 
consumption – for example, some companies in 
the wood, pulp and sugar sectors burn their 
industrial waste in small power stations at their 
factories. 
 
The utility is dominant throughout the electricity 
value chain as a vertically-integrated business: it 
is the only entity that can generate, transmit and 

distribute electricity. This was by design, and is 
arguably the most prominent contributing factor  
to the challenges faced by the utility presently.  
When Eskom was founded in 1923, coal was 
cheap, accessible, simple to store and easy to 
transport. As a result it became the most central 
commodity in electricity generation as well as 
across the entire energy sector. More than 40% of 
the world’s electricity is still derived from coal; 
South Africa ranks seventh on the list of countries 
with the highest record of coal use, as 80% of 
Eskom-generated electricity is from coal.2 The 
implications of coal dependency are most 
recognisable in the Mpumalanga Highveld region 
where most of Eskom’s power plants and the coal 
mines are located; the province has been recorded 
as the second most air polluted area on a global 
scale, where people continue to suffer and die 
from breathing air polluted by coal mining and 
power generation activities.3    
 
 
2. The Current Crisis  
 
Eskom is currently faced with serious financial 
and institutional problems which pose a great risk 
to the country’s economy. It continues to function 
as a monopoly business, and it has been 
characterised by operational inefficiencies, 
bloated costs and poor governance, all of which 
have worsened over time. These problems were 
exacerbated by the state of maladministration and 
lack of accountability by government under the 
leadership of former president Jacob Zuma. 
During his presidency, Mr Zuma appointed 
numerous dishonest and inefficient personnel to 
management positions at many SOEs, including 
Eskom. Some of the deliberate interventions by 
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the former president and his allies which harmed 
Eskom in particular, included:   
 

 Replacing efficient leaders/managers with 
inefficient personnel to advance political 
interests  

 Manipulating coal supply contracts to 
benefit the Gupta family and their 
associated  businesses 

 Mismanagement of funds 
 High levels of corruption 
 Delaying maintenance of power plants in 

order to avoid load shedding    
 Delays in or lack of development and 

implementation of sound energy policies  
 

The utility now has a debt of over R440 billion, and 
this is rapidly increasing as Eskom fails to service 
the debt.4 In addition, the company has suffered 
massive reputational damage, which continues to 
discourage both local and foreign business from 
investing in the country’s economy.  
 
One of the key reasons for the accumulation of this 
debt is the failure by some of Eskom’s customers 
to pay for the electricity they consume. It has been 
established that some R21 billion is owed to it by 
local municipalities, and this amount continues to 
increase.5 Also, there is an increasing number of 
households which, though connected to the Eskom 
grid, cannot afford to pay for electricity due to 
socio-economic constraints; or which simply 
refuse to pay. This is a challenge that contributes 
significantly to the inability of Eskom to generate 
sufficient revenue.   
 
Furthermore, there is evidence that both 
commercial and residential demand for Eskom 
electricity is decreasing. This is due, on the one 
hand, to the poor state of the economy; and on the 
other to the fact that many households use 
electricity only for lights, entertainment and 
charging of devices. They use other forms of 
energy for electricity intensive activities such as 
heating and cooking. (These alternatives for some 
households include raw coal combustion, paraffin 
and gas use. Such sources of energy have 
detrimental effects on both the environment and 
human well-being; they increase the rate of 
pollutants released into the atmosphere; and they 
heighten the risk of house fires and direct 
inhalation of dangerous fuels.) 
 
To avoid the total collapse of Eskom, the 
government has had to execute multiple bail-outs 
for the company over the past few years, thus 
effectively taking on its financial burdens. This has 

had the consequence of impeding progress on 
service delivery and infrastructure investment, as 
fiscal resources continue to be injected into the 
ailing utility. Furthermore, Eskom has had to 
constantly apply to the National Energy Regulator  
of South Africa (NERSA) for increases in consumer 
tariffs each year; and, despite all this assistance, it 
still subjects the economy to frequent power 
outages (load-shedding). The combination of 
rapidly increasing tariffs and frequent power 
outages has had detrimental socio-economic 
implications, including hikes in food prices; 
business shutdowns; job losses; lack of access to 
electricity in sensitive sectors such as health-care; 
increases in criminal activities in some areas; and 
low levels of fixed investment in manufacturing 
and other economic activities.      
   
 
3. Unbundling  
 
Following the acknowledgement by government 
that Eskom was in a difficult state, it was resolved 
that the utility would be ‘unbundled’ as an attempt 
to address the crisis. This means that the utility 
will be split into three separate entities – 
generation, transmission and distribution – under 
Eskom Holdings, which will remain state owned. It 
is argued that this should assist the utility to attain 
financial sustainability and improve its 
operational performance, as well as providing a 
basis for the necessary sectoral reforms towards a 
just energy transition. Priority will be given to the 
establishment of the transmission entity, which 
will be responsible for Eskom’s entire existing 
transmission network and for the system’s 
operation.6 In addition, a recently-appointed chief 
restructuring officer will be responsible for the 
process, with the help of a board that was 
established in July 2019. 
 
Writing recently in Business Day,7 Professor Anton 
Eberhard8 argues that Eskom has become too big 
and too complex to manage, so that the board and 
managers have over the years confused areas of 
priority for the three different functions – 
generation, transmission and distribution. 
According to Prof Eberhard these three functions 
of the utility are different, and therefore require 
different sets of capabilities and skills. The report 
compiled by the presidential task team on Eskom’s 
sustainability suggested that Eskom should 
urgently acquire personnel with the necessary 
skills and capabilities which it has lost over the 
years due to maladministration; and allow 
independent power generation to be part of the 
value chain, so as to increase external competition 
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and thereby engender efficiency. Prof Eberhard 
emphasises that splitting the utility into three 
would allow managers and their different boards 
to focus on specialised areas for oversight  
purposes. He further argues that the legal 
separation of these entities would enable each of 
them to independently attract investment going 
forward, based on their financial audits, 
performance and credibility. 
 
During a media briefing about Eskom’s 
restructuring, the Minister of Public Enterprises, 
Pravin Gordhan, mentioned that the transmission 
entity will be established by March 2020 as an 
initial step in the process of separation. The 
minister also mentioned that an internal power 
market mechanism for Eskom has to be 
developed. This will be done by clustering 
Eskom’s 16 existing coal power stations into three 
or four groups, each of which will compete with 
the others to secure supply contracts with the 
transmission entity. Mr Gordhan argues that this 
competition to provide electricity amongst 
Eskom’s power plants will increase efficiency and 
make pricing more transparent. However, it is far 
from clear how this would work in the absence of 
a financial incentive.  
 
Eskom continues to have engagements with 
different stakeholders, including organised 
labour, regarding the future of the utility and its 
reforms. Some unions, including the National 
Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and the National 
Union of Metalworkers of SA (NUMSA) have 
clearly outlined their position against the 
separation of Eskom since the plan was 
announced. These unions are mostly concerned 
that the process of restructuring will potentially 
lead to privatisation of Eskom and to job losses; 
thus exacerbating the rate of unemployment and 
low economic growth. On Wednesday 30 October, 
the day Minister of Finance Tito Mboweni 
presented the Medium Term Budget Policy 
Statement in Parliament, NUM issued a public 
threat that, should the process of unbundling 
Eskom continue, its members would embark on a 
strike and ensure that electricity generation was 
halted entirely. The challenge of negotiating with 
important stakeholders (especially labour) in the 
process to restructure Eskom, presents a 
challenge that could take a while for Eskom to 
resolve, hence prolonging the delay in reforming 
the company.     
 
It is worth noting that the idea of unbundling is not 
new. The 1998 White Paper on Energy Policy put 
forward a policy direction about splitting Eskom 

into separate generation, transmission and 
distribution companies. It was also clearly 
stipulated in this document that Government  
Would support gradual steps towards a 
competitive electricity market, and to improve 
governance effectiveness while investigations into 
the desired form of competition were completed.9 
These policy efforts to restructure Eskom were in 
alignment with the Growth, Employment and 
Redistribution (GEAR) national policy framework, 
which advocated for structural reforms in the 
country’s SOEs, including Eskom. But through a 
combination of policy confusion, competing 
vested interests, mismanagement, state capture, 
and a general failure of political leadership, very 
little constructive action has taken place in the 20 
years since the White Paper was published, and 
Eskom is now the single biggest threat to the 
country’s economic future.   
 
 
4. Roundtable Discussion 
 
The CPLO recently hosted a roundtable discussion 
entitled ‘Eskom Unbundling Explained’, to provide 
a platform to discuss the looming issues about the 
state of Eskom. The panellists were Ms Phakamile 
Hlubi, representing NUMSA; Mr Hilton Trollip, an 
independent researcher on energy policy 
development; and Ms Makgola Makololo, a Deputy 
Director-General in the Department of Public 
Enterprises (DPE).  
 
Ms Hlubi was clear that NUMSA is against the call 
to unbundle Eskom as it believes that this is a 
gateway to privatisation, which is seen as a direct 
threat to job security. NUMSA understood that 
Eskom needs to move from coal dependency 
towards renewable energy to ensure 
sustainability, and that investment in coal 
generated electricity would continue to decline. 
However, there needed to be a plan that outlined 
the steps to maintaining people’s jobs and re-
skilling people for work in alternative sectors. 
Private markets did not hold the interests of the 
public at their core, and therefore NUMSA 
advocated for a public electricity utility that was 
owned by the state and had a mandate to serve the 
people. Some of the suggested solutions by 
NUMSA included the establishment of an Eskom 
board that would consist of civil society, labour, 
business and state representatives so as to ensure 
transparency, increased accountability and good 
governance in the utility. 
 
Mr Trollip spoke about the electricity value chain, 
and explained that Eskom’s current business 
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model compromises transparency. This is because 
the utility is dominant in coal contracting and has  
most of its power stations located in close 
proximity to mines supplying the coal, leaving 
very limited space for outside influence on the 
process. He discussed the benefits of separating 
the entity into three components, saying that it 
would allow for diversified energy generation to 
avoid relying on one supplier to ensure energy 
security in the country. He added that competitive 
power generation could drive improvements in 
efficiency, while reducing the pressure on 
increasing electricity prices. He laid great 
emphasis on the importance of distinguishing 
between governance and ownership, and noted 
that Eskom needed good governance whether it 
was owned by the state or by the private sector.  
 
Ms Makololo started her presentation by pointing 
out that government acknowledges that Eskom is 
in a state of crisis. She outlined that the utility was 
faced with liquidity challenges; struggling to 
maintain operational stability; bearing cost 
overruns and poor performance from Medupi and 
Kusile power stations; and dealing with the state 
of corruption within the entity. She went on to 
explain that the crisis had been gradually brewing 
over a period of time, and the business had 
struggled over the years to generate revenue for 
the shareholder (DPE). Ms Makololo mentioned 
that some of the financial challenges which led to 
the current crisis were basically cost-related 
problems such as: the cost of maintaining 
employees, which was increased by employee 
benefits over time; the cost of coal, which had 
grown significantly while still producing the same 

amount of energy; and costs associated with the 
failure of many municipalities to pay for the 
electricity they consume. She concluded by 
outlining that the department’s road-map towards 
restructuring the entity has to be guided by 
sectoral transformation, a just transition process 
and financial sustainability. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The global transition from fossil fuels towards 
renewable and sustainable energy in the 
electricity sector is inevitable. This process is 
essentially guided by international climate change 
commitments to phase out coal-fired power 
stations and thereby reduce carbon emissions. 
The Eskom crisis presents both challenges and 
opportunities for a just transition process in the 
country, and ultimately for South Africa’s ability to 
meet its global responsibilities. It would be a very 
positive step if government could urgently put in 
place a plan that outlines steps to decarbonise the 
electricity sector, and to move towards a low 
carbon economy based on social and ecological 
needs. There is a great opportunity to use the 
Eskom restructuring process to define an energy 
sector that will be sustainable in terms of resource 
investment; favourable to economic growth and 
job-creation; and beneficial regarding leading 
social challenges such as energy poverty. 
 
_________________________________________________________
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